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Measuring Impact
Understanding impact is a central part of the
philosophy of our Sustainable Universal MAP Range.
We use a range of metrics to capture key ESG
characteristics of the funds.

The BMO Sustainable Universal MAP funds are a range of actively managed risk-targeted multi-asset funds
that invest in companies making a positive contribution to society, taking practical action to improve the
environment, and furthering sustainable development. Screening criteria are applied to exclude companies
involved in fossil fuels, tobacco or weapons, or those with unsustainable business practices.

This impact report includes:

The benchmarks referred to in this report are composite
benchmarks. They has been derived from the percentage
asset allocation of the funds as at 31 December 2020, using
MSCI World for global equities, the FTSE All Share for UK
equities, ICE BofA Global Corporate for Euro corporate bonds,
the Iboxx Sterling Non-Gilt index for GBP corporate bonds, the
FTSE Actuaries UK Conventional Gilts bond Index for cash and
government bonds.

Detailed SDG alignment
Analysis of how the products and services provided by companies we invest in across
the portfolios align with the Sustainable Development Goals

Key risks

 ey portfolio impact metrics on environmental stewardship, fairness and equality, and
K
economic development

Values may fall as well as rise and investors may not get
back the full amount invested. Income from investments may
fluctuate.

Stewardship activities

Screening out sectors or companies may result in less
diversification and hence more volatility in investment values.

Impact metrics

 summary of stewardship (engagement and voting) activities with portfolio companies
A
together with case studies

The income and capital due from bonds is dependent upon the
issuing company’s ability to pay and any default will adversely
affect the value of your investment.
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Measuring our Impact
Our Impact report analyses the social and
environmental impact of the companies held in
the portfolios together with our active ownership
(engagement and voting) activities.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Deeper assessment
Our SDG Alignment charts show the connection between
a fund and the SDGs and are based on an analysis of the
sources of revenue for each company we invest in. Specifically,
we measure how the sources of revenue for each company
correspond to the 169 targets that underlie the goals.
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The analysis does not capture all the ways the companies
contribute to the SDGs and is not an indicator of conduct
or how well the company is managing a certain issue, but
an assessment of whether the product or service produced
or provided contribute positively, neutrally or negatively to
achieving the SDG targets.

Positive 76%
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An important framework for understanding impact
is the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
– 17 high-level goals which set out a roadmap for
a more sustainable world by 2030.
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Positive 63%

Investment:
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SDG 3 – Good Health and Well-being also has a significant weight. The funds’ holdings in this area
include pharmaceutical firms such as COVID-19 vaccine provider AstraZeneca; pharmacy store
CVS; and firms involved in promoting wider well-being such as The Gym Group.
Our analysis identified a 3% negative mapping – representing business activities that could be
detrimental to sustainable development. These mostly relate to SDG 13 – Climate Action. An
example is National Grid, through its involvement in natural gas for both power generation and
distribution. We have engaged the company, and view it as having a strong climate strategy,
including an ambition for net zero emissions.

BMO Sustainable
Universal MAP
Cautious Fund

18 %

Negative 3%

%

5

Other
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Across the Sustainable MAP range, the goal most represented is SDG 8 – Decent Work and
Economic Growth. This reflects holdings in technology companies such as Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co, which support Target 8.2 calling for boosting economic productivity through
technological upgrading and innovation; and in financial companies including Prudential, which
we map to Target 8.10, which focuses on access to financial services.

9.1
9.3

Source: BMO Global Asset Management, as at 31st December 2020, designed for illustrative purposes, subject to change. Other = SDGs less than 2%, * = SDG targets within the denoted goal that are less than 0.5%.
2.1 End hunger and ensure access to safe and nutritious food; 3.3 End AIDS, TB, malaria and other water-borne and communicable diseases; 3.4 Reduce mortality from non-communicable diseases and promote mental health; 3.8 Access to
medicines and health-care; 3.9 Reduce deaths and illnesses from pollution and contamination; 4.2 Ensure equal access to pre-primary development and care; 4.4 Increase the number of technically and vocational trained individuals; 6.4 Increase
water-use efficiency to address water scarcity; 7.1 Ensure universal access to modern energy services; 7.2 Substantially increase the global share of renewable energy; 7.3 Double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency; 8.2 Achieve
greater productivity through innovation; 8.10 Increase access to finance; 9.1 Develop resilient and sustainable infrastructure; 9.3 Increase access to finance for SME’s; 9.4 Upgrade and retrofit industries to increase sustainability; 9.c Ensure
universal and affordable access to ICT; 11.1 Ensure universal access to safe and affordable housing; 11.2 Provide access to safe and affordable transport systems; 11.5 Reduce social and economic losses caused by disasters; 12.3 Halve global food
waste at the production and consumer level; 12.5 Reduce waste through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse; 12.6 Encourage companies to adopt sustainable practices and enhance ESG reporting; 13.2 Integrate climate change plans into
policies and strategies.
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Source: BMO Global Asset Management, as at 31st December 2020, designed for illustrative purposes, subject to change. Other = SDGs less than 2%, * = SDG targets within the denoted goal that are less than 0.5%.
2.1 End hunger and ensure access to safe and nutritious food; 3.3 End AIDS, TB, malaria and other water-borne and communicable diseases; 3.4 Reduce mortality from non-communicable diseases and promote mental health; 3.8 Access to
medicines and health-care; 3.9 Reduce deaths and illnesses from pollution and contamination; 6.3 Improve water quality by reducing pollution; 6.4 Increase water-use efficiency to address water scarcity; 7.1 Ensure universal access to
modern energy services; 7.2 Substantially increase the global share of renewable energy; 7.3 Double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency; 8.2 Achieve greater productivity through innovation; 8.10 Increase access to finance;
9.1 Develop resilient and sustainable infrastructure; 9.3 Increase access to finance for SME’s; 9.4 Upgrade and retrofit industries to increase sustainability; 9.c Ensure universal and affordable access to ICT; 11.1 Ensure universal access to safe
and affordable housing; 11.2 Provide access to safe and affordable transport systems; 11.5 Reduce social and economic losses caused by disasters; 12.3 Halve global food waste at the production and consumer level; 12.4 Manage chemical
usage and waste throughout their life cycle; 12.5 Reduce waste through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse; 12.6 Encourage companies to adopt sustainable practices and enhance ESG reporting; 13.2 Integrate climate change plans
into policies and strategies.
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Sustainability
leaders
Global sustainability challenges create opportunities
for long-term investors, including renewable energy
technologies, products to mitigate the inefficient use of
global resources, and education for financial inclusion.

Microsoft Corp

The technology giant boasts
impressive environmental
commitments (carbon negative
by 2030), products (e.g., Azure)
that enable reduction in
carbon emissions and strong
governance.

Linde Plc

Chemicals business Linde helps
its customers through its products
to improve their environmental
performance and reduce their carbon
footprint. At the same time, they
have strong programs to minimize
their own environmental footprint.

This does not
constitute a
recommendation to
buy or sell any
particular security

Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing
A Taiwanese semiconductor
manufacturer with strong
sustainability credentials through
the likes of best-in-class water
management systems.

Hoya Corp

Japanese optical products specialist
supports people around the world
through production of eyeglass
lenses, contact lenses and
intraocular lenses used for cataract
operations, combatting the leading
cause of blindness worldwide.

Prudential

Multinational insurance company’s
products support the development
of financial, social and community
prosperity, with good in-house
risk and opportunity management
systems.

Example holdings held across our BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Range.
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Understanding
our impact metrics
Over the next three pages we show how the portfolios
rank relative to various sustainability-orientated metrics.
These relate to environmental stewardship, fairness and
equality, and economic development.

Assessing our impact
Using these metrics, we aim to show the funds’ sustainability performance,
in comparison with their benchmark. A ‘positive’ performance, represented
by a darker blue circle, shows that the companies in the fund have
stronger sustainability characteristics than the benchmark; with a
‘negative’ performance, represented by a light blue circle, indicates weaker
sustainability characteristics.

Impact ranking relative to our benchmarks
The numbers within the circle show the score for the specific metric, again relative to the benchmark.
For some metrics, such as water intensity, a lower score indicates positive impact, as lower water use
is preferable from a sustainability perspective. For others, such as gender equality, positive impact is
indicated by a higher score, as greater gender diversity is preferred.
For each section we explain the key reasons for the portfolios’ sustainability performance, discuss
notably contributing companies and highlight where we will be seeking to drive improvement over time.

We want demonstrate the positive impact of our
investment choices but also highlight where the
companies we invest in can do better.

1

Positive impact

2

Negative impact

+/-20%
+/-13%

Vicki Bakhshi, Director, Analyst, Responsible Investment

Continued
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Environmental Stewardship
Here we show carbon, water and waste intensity, compared with each
fund’s composite benchmark. This gives an indication of the portfolio’s
impact on the environment.
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Carbon intensity

Water intensity

Waste intensity

Tonnes of CO2e to generate one
unit of revenue (Scope 1 and 2
emissions). Source: Impact Cubed

Thousands of cubic metres of
fresh water used per $1 million
revenue. Source: Impact Cubed

Tonnes of solid waste
generated to create one unit of
revenue. Source: Impact Cubed

Positive impact relative
to benchmark

-22

The funds also include investments in a number of companies offering waste, water and climate
solutions, such as waste and water utility Suez and global offshore wind leader Ørsted.

Negative impact relative
to benchmark

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Growth Fund

%

Across the range, all our funds are less carbon, water and waste intensive than the composite
benchmark. Significant contributors to the portfolio-weighted carbon intensity of the strategy
include chemicals firm Linde, building materials supplier CRH and paper and packaging company
Smurfit Kappa. Looking at water intensity, Linde and CRH are amongst the most water-intensive
firms, alongside our bond holdings in electric utilities including E.On, Iberdrola and Engie.
Companies with a high waste intensity include Lundin, a major producer of copper – an essential
input for many energy efficiency solutions – and infrastructure firm Balfour Beatty, which has a
target to cut its waste intensity by 40% by 2030.

Neutral impact relative
to benchmark

-43%

-55%

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Balanced Fund

-14

%

-39%

-57%

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Cautious Fund

-8

%

-36%

-61%

Our portfolio-weighted average gives proportionally less or more weight to our underweight and overweight positions
respectively, versus the benchmark. This therefore gives a more representative comparison of the portfolio’s impact metrics
compared to the benchmark.

Continued
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Fairness and Equality
Here we provide two metrics to give an indication of the
portfolios’ performance in relation to aspects of fairness and
equality: gender equality at Board level, and the ratio of top
executive pay to the average employee’s salary.
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Gender

Executive pay

% female directors on company board.
Source: MSCI ESG

CEO pay relative to average employee
compensation. Source: Impact Cubed

Positive impact relative
to benchmark

Neutral impact relative
to benchmark

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Growth Fund

-5%
On Board-level equality, our funds perform marginally worse than the benchmark. Several
companies have women representing over half of their Board, including insurer Axa,
childcare provider Bright Horizons and UK utility Severn Trent. Laggards include several
Asian companies such as Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company and Sumitomo
Mitsubishi. On pay, companies in our funds have a marginally lower ratio of executive to
average pay. Companies with a high pay ratio include several companies in the typically
high-paying banking and technology sectors; as well as retailers, where the high ratio is a
consequence of low average employee pay levels.
Both executive pay and Board diversity are fully integrated into our voting policy. We will
vote against management where companies fail to meet our standards, and we regularly
engage to achieve improvements in practice.

Negative impact relative
to benchmark

-24%

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Balanced Fund

-4%

-21%

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Cautious Fund

-18%
-3%
Continued
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Economic Development
To gain a fuller understanding of impact, we consider here the effect of
our investments on global inequality, by looking at how companies support
economic growth in parts of the world with the greatest needs.
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Economic development

Employment

Company geographical spread of
operations matched against GDP per
capita.* Source: Impact Cubed

Company geographical spread of
employment against unemployment rates
provided by the ILO.** Source: Impact Cubed

Positive impact relative
to benchmark

Neutral impact relative
to benchmark

Negative impact relative
to benchmark

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Growth Fund

-2%

+1%

The two metrics compare the location of companies’ operations and employment with local GDP
and unemployment rates, respectively.
On economic development, the funds register lower values than the composite benchmark,
indicating that they are more exposed to operations in lower-income countries, and hence a
greater development impact. Whilst the funds are focused on developed countries, they do
include some corporates with large emerging market operations, such as Unilever, as well as the
off-benchmark holding HDFC Bank in India.
The funds perform in line with the benchmark in their exposure to areas of high unemployment.
Companies scoring poorly here include some of our Japanese holdings, reflecting the country’s
low unemployment rate; at the other end of the spectrum lie companies such as Caixabank
located in Spain, which has one of the highest unemployment rates in the EU.

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Balanced Fund

-2%

+1%

BMO Sustainable Universal MAP Cautious Fund

-2%
*	A higher figure indicates that the companies in the portfolio register less economic activity in low GDP/capita
countries, in aggregate, than the benchmark, and hence has a lower impact on development.

0%

**	A higher figure indicates that the companies in the portfolio register more activity in high unemployment countries,
in aggregate, than the benchmark, and hence has a higher impact on employment.
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Impact metrics
Previous pages show how our portfolios stack up
relative to their benchmarks across various metrics.
Here we provide detail into the absolute performance
of the portfolios across a number of metrics.

BMO Sustainable Universal
MAP Cautious Fund

BMO Sustainable Universal
MAP Balanced Fund

BMO Sustainable Universal
MAP Growth Fund

125.48

117.00

105.38

5.21

4.58

3.82

Tonnes of solid waste generated to create one unit of revenue**

205.18

263.94

317.15

Female Directors %**

30.7%

30.5%

30.5%

CEO pay relative to average employee compensation**

49.72x

48.25x

47.15x

US$ 45,567.21

US$ 45,490.72

US$ 45,478.06

6.0%

5.9%

5.8%

Tonnes of CO2e per $1m revenue (Scope 1 and 2 emissions)*
Thousands of cubic metres of fresh water used per $1 million revenue.**

Company geographical spread of operations matched against GDP per capita**1
Company geographical spread of employment against unemployment rates provided by the ILO** 2

* Source: MSCI ESG. ** Source: Impact Cubed. 1 A higher figure indicates that the companies in the portfolio register less economic activity in low GDP/capita countries, in aggregate, than the benchmark, and hence has a lower impact on development.
2
A higher figure indicates that the companies in the portfolio register more activity in high unemployment countries, in aggregate, than the benchmark, and hence has a higher impact on employment.
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Stewardship
overview
We engage with companies held in the funds to
encourage them to improve their management of
environmental, social and governance issues.

In 2020 we engaged with 107 companies held in the funds, with the aim of improving their management of
environmental, social and governance issues. Key topics included engagement on labour standards, including in particular
company responses to protecting staff in the COVID-19 pandemic; corporate governance, including pay and diversity; and
climate change, where we called on companies to adopt strategies aligned with net zero emissions by 2050.

Companies
Engaged by Issue

Source: BMO Global Asset Management

● Climate Change
● Environmental Standards
● Business Conduct
● Human Rights
● Labour Standards
● Public Health
● Corporate Governance

16%
8%
3%
4%
38%
8%
23%

90

Total meetings
voted

With management
Against management

107

companies engaged

59

milestones

94%
6%

Continued
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Engagement
in Practice
Here we highlight two of our 2020 engagements
with companies held in the funds, and the
outcomes achieved.

Smurfit Kappa
As a specialist in paper-based
packaging, Smurfit Kappa is
well positioned to provide more sustainable
alternatives to plastics packaging. But as a
large industrial firm it is energy-intensive,
and therefore exposed to climate-related
risks. Our expectation is that large emitters
have business strategies aligned with the
global goal of net zero emissions by 2050.
We had several interactions with Smurfit
Kappa over 2019 and 2020 on its climate
strategy as it evolved, and recommended
that make use of the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD) structure
for its risk analysis and reporting, and set
ambitious emissions targets. Following up

on earlier engagement on water use, we
also asked the company to look at using
scenario analysis to assess physical risk.
Our view: The company has now
committed to set science-based targets,
as well as to report in line with TCFD
recommendations. We see these steps as
bringing it into line with best practice in
the industry, and now will look for signals
on strong implementation, including the
potential to raise the level of ambition
of shorter-term targets, and link the
achievement of climate-related goals to
executive pay.

This does not
constitute a
recommendation to
buy or sell any
particular security

No SDG
goal

GlaxoSmithKline

GlaxoSmithKline plc (GSK) has
received negative attention on its
approach to executive remuneration, mainly
due to the alignment of executive pay to that
of GSK’s global peers, most of which are large
US pharmaceutical companies that are used to
setting high pay levels. The company reached
out to its shareholders as it was preparing to
renew its policy.
We met the company, and provided detailed
feedback to the remuneration committee. We
encouraged pension contributions for serving
executives to be reduced to a maximum
of 15% of salary, which is more closely
aligned to the contribution level of the wider
workforce. Following the consultation process,

the company informed us that the pension
contribution level had been reconsidered – by
2023, it will be brought down to 7% of salary,
the same as the company offers to its ordinary
employees.
Our view: UK-listed companies have been
under pressure to reduce pension contributions
for executives. The high contributions are
partly a legacy of the switch from generous
defined-benefit to defined-contribution pension
schemes. Due to investor pressure, companies
have implemented plans similar to GSK in many
cases. Whilst we still have some concerns on
relatively generous long-term pay incentives,
the changes led us to support the new
remuneration policy.

Continued
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Our Responsible Strategies range is built on a
philosophy of:
Avoid companies with damaging or
unsustainable business practices
Avoid

Invest

Improve
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How BMO Global Asset Management can help you

Contact us

BMO Global Asset Management incorporates material ESG issues
into its investment processes across asset classes. We also
offer our Responsible Funds range, which invests in companies
operating sustainably and excludes those not meeting our ethical
and ESG criteria.

UK intermediary sales:

Invest in companies making a
positive contribution to society and
the environment
Use our influence as an investor to
encourage best practice management of
environmental, social and governance
issues through engagement and voting

0800 085 0383
sales.support@bmogam.com
bmogam.com/intermediary
Telephone calls may be recorded.
Follow us on LinkedIn

Best Sustainable & ESG
Research Team

bmogam.com/responsibleinvesting

The information in this document relating to the sustainability characteristics of portfolios or securities according to Impact Cubed IC (the “Information”, “Impact-Cubed”) has been obtained from, or is based on, sources believed by Impact-Cubed to be reliable, but it is not
guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness. None of the Information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
The information contained herein (the “Information”) may not be reproduced or redisseminated in whole or in part without prior written permission from MSCI ESG Research. The Information may not be used to verify or correct other data, to create any derivative works, to
create indexes, risk models, or analytics, or in connection with issuing, offering, sponsoring, managing or marketing any securities, portfolios, financial products or other investment vehicles. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of
any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction. MSCI ESG Research is provided by MSCI Inc.’s subsidiary, MSCI ESG Research LLC, a Registered Investment Adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. MSCI ESG Research materials, including materials utilized in
any MSCI ESG Indexes or other products, have not been submitted to, nor received approval from, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or any other regulatory body. None of the Information or MSCI index or other product or service constitutes an offer to
buy or sell, or a promotion or recommendation of, any security, financial instrument or product or trading strategy. Further, none of the Information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment
decision and may not be relied on as such. The Information is provided “as is” and the user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the Information. NONE OF MSCI INC. OR ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES OR ITS OR THEIR DIRECT OR
INDIRECT SUPPLIERS OR ANY THIRD PARTY INVOLVED IN THE MAKING OR COMPILING OF THE INFORMATION (EACH, AN “INFORMATION PROVIDER”) MAKES ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS AND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, EACH INFORMATION PROVIDER
HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL ANY OF THE
INFORMATION PROVIDERS HAVE ANY LIABILITY REGARDING ANY OF THE INFORMATION FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS) OR ANY OTHER DAMAGES EVEN IF NOTIFIED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. The foregoing shall
not exclude or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be excluded or limited. Privacy notice: For information about how MSCI collects and uses personal data, please refer to our Privacy Notice at https://www.msci.com/privacy-pledge.
This financial promotion is issued for marketing and information purposes only by BMO Global Asset Management in the UK.
The funds are sub funds of BMO Investment Funds (UK) ICVC III, an open ended investment company (OEIC), registered in the UK and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
English language copies of the Funds’ Prospectus and English language copies of the key investor information document (KIID) can be obtained from BMO Global Asset Management, Exchange House, Primrose Street, London EC2A 2NY, telephone: Client Services on 0044 (0)20
7011 4444, email: client.service@bmogam.com or electronically at www.bmogam.com. Please read the Prospectus before taking any investment decision.
© 2021 BMO Global Asset Management. Financial promotions are issued for marketing and information purposes; in the United Kingdom by BMO Asset Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority; in the EU by BMO Asset
Management Netherlands B.V., which is regulated by the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM); and in Switzerland by BMO Global Asset Management (Swiss) GmbH acting as representative offices of BMO Asset Management Limited in Switzerland, which are
authorised by FINMA. Telephone calls may be recorded. 1150936 (02/21). This item is approved for use in the following countries; UK.

